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Dear Partners,

At DSM we know that purpose is the key 
difference in driving consumer interest and 
differentiating your product on the store 
shelf. That’s why we pour all our passion, 
expertise and innovation into every Premix 
we develop. We know to be successful 
in product development, you need a 
partner that goes beyond just delivering 
ingredients. You need a partner passionate 
about making the world’s growing 
population healthier and providing the 
broadest fortification capabilities, so you 

can fuel your consumers’ highest health 
ambitions. A partner that’s motivated by 
streamlining your operations, supporting 
your business growth and getting you to 
market faster. This requires a consumer-
led approach paired with unmatched 
expert services across multiple market 
segments and applications that can 
uncover and guide you through product 
development pitfalls before they 
happen, saving you time and resources. 
All delivered with the quality and peace 

of mind you deserve from a partner you 
can trust.  It takes more than ingredients to 
deliver breakthrough consumer-inspired 
Premix solutions, it takes an innovative and 
reliable purpose-led partner. Connect with 
us today to see what’s possible, because 
where others see products, we see purpose.

Kind Regards,

Michel Meertens                                                               
Vice-President Premix Operations HNC

“ We know to be successful in 
product development, you need 
a partner that goes beyond  
just delivering ingredients”

Michel Meertens 
Vice-President           
Premix Operations HNC



No two people  
are the same so  
neither are any  
of our solutions



DSM Premixes are designed  
with your consumer in mind.
Whatever the product you are trying to develop,  
or the need you are trying to meet, we offer a  
creative partnership, helping you find the right  
solutions to drive you from concept to consumer.

Customized 
from the start
Consumers  
at the heart



DSM has the pulse of today’s consumers  
health ambitions. Leveraging our global 

consumer trend research, we can help  
you understand the needs of today while 
anticipating the demands of tomorrow. 

Our difference:  
    We understand the      
        global trends that will 
           give you the edge



Our proprietary research has prompted  
over 300 consumer driven concepts that  
will help stimulate ideas and inspire  
you with what’s possible. We will then 
enable you to translate these needs  
into products your consumers will love. 

Hundreds of consumer 
-driven concepts to  
inspire what’s possible



of doing business
Dive in to a new way 



Adapt, flex and fit 
to any business, 
any challenge,  
any ambition
Our consumer-led approach is paired with 
unmatched tech and regulatory services that 
offer the broadest formulation expertise 
and deepest technical expertise in our five 
key segments: Food & Beverage, Dietary 
Supplements, Nutrition Improvement, 
Medical Nutrition and Early Life Nutrition. 

We will streamline your business,  
saving you time and resources.  



Isando, South Africa

Campinas, Brazil

Bogota,
Columbia 

El Salto, Mexico

Villa Nueva, Guatemala

Ontario, United States
Belvidere, United States

Village-Neuf,
France

Auckland, 
New Zealand

Xhinghuo, China

Buk, PolandSchenectady,
United States

Singapore

Selangor, Malaysia

Vadodara, India

Meeting consumer needs 
everywhere

And with our unmatched global 
footprint, you’ll be equipped 
with the force of a worldwide 
organization as well as the precision 
that comes from local expertise. 

This means we can open you up 
to markets you may never have 
considered were within your reach.



Partnership 
at the heart
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to Innovation We’re 
with you 
at every 
step... Your  

End-to-end 
Partner



Unmatched expertise  
to overcome your biggest 
development challenges 

Together, we’ll solve your 
challenges and help you 
create the most relevant 
products for meeting your 
consumers’ needs.

Product development is not easy. That’s why we offer 
a creative partnership to streamline the process. 



Quality, reliability, 
traceability and 
sustainability. We’ll help  
you develop a safe and 
efficacious product.
Your consumers should feel safe 
when taking your product and 
we take pride in developing, 
manufacturing and delivering  
the most trustworthy products. 

We ensure unrivalled quality during 
every step of the product lifecycle 
and guarantee a greater continuity 
of supply than anyone else. 

Delivering 
Peace  
of Mind 



DSM Premix Solutions 
Partner with us to  
tailor-make your next 
top-selling product



Disclaimer: 

DSM has used diligent care to ensure that the information  
provided herein is accurate and up-to-date, however, DSM  
makes no representation or warranty, either expressly or  
implied, of the accuracy, reliability, or completeness thereof. 

The information provided herein contains scientific and  
product information for business to business use and does  
not constitute or provide scientific or medical advice,  
diagnosis, or  recommendation for treatment. 

Country or region-specific information should be considered  
when labeling or advertising to final consumer. In no event shall  
DSM be liable for any damages arising from or reliance upon,  
or use of, any information provided herein. The content of  
this document is subject to change without further notice. 

Please contact your local DSM representative for further details. 
All trademarks listed in this document are either (registered) 
trademarks of, or trademarks Licensed by, the DSM group of 
companies in the Netherlands and/or other countries, unless 
explicitly stated otherwise.

DSM
More than ingredients, we are your  
innovative, end to end, purpose-led partner.


